similarities in the context of complexity theory by Alan G Wilson
1 Introduction: approaching complexity theory through examples
`Complexity theory' represents important territory in contemporary science. To develop
its potential, we need a good understanding of it as a foundation for effective research
and teaching in related areas. In this paper, following this general introduction,
I demonstrate how the ideas of complexity theory can be illustrated in two apparently
distinct contextsöurban and ecological modelling.
A helpful approach to complexity theory is to see it in the context of systems.
Modelling is concerned with the representation of theory through building systems
models; and complex systems demand special methods for model building. To progress,
we explore two kinds of questions: what is distinctive about complex systems? What is
distinctive about the theory of complex systems? It can then be argued that it is more
effective to work with the concept of complex systems theory rather than complexity
theory.
Warren Weaver in the 1950s (see Weaver, 1958) introduced a useful distinction
between simple and complex systems. Simple systems were those describable by a small
number of variables; complex systems needed a large number of variables to describe
them. He made a further subdivision of complex system into those of disorganised
complexity and those of organised complexity. It should now be recognised that a
particularly important subset of systems of organised complexityöperhaps the whole
set?öare nonlinear systems. It is these nonlinearities which are at the heart of complex
system behaviour.
Weaver observed that problems associated with simple systems could be solved
by essentially the mathematics associated with, for example, Newtonian mechanics;
the problems of systems of disorganised complexity by the mathematics of statistical
mechanics; but (at the time), there were no mathematical solutions to problems
of organised complexity. It is the systems of organised complexity, the nonlinear
systems, which can, in current parlance, be seen as complex systemsöand some of
the mathematics does now exist.
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Abstract. There are similarities of form between urban system models and models of ecosystems.
These are systematically explored and a general model formulation which embraces both kinds of
model is presented. Some insights are gained by using ideas from ecosystem modelling in urban
modelling.The biggest gains, however, are for ecosystem modelling. It is demonstrated that urban tech-
niques can be used for incorporating spatial competition effects into such models in novel ways, and
that the complex dynamics can then be effectively interpreted. Urban systems have contributed
significantly to complexity theory in the pastöbecause they are complicated enough to be interesting
but simple enough to be solvable. These insights can now be transferred to complex (spatial)
ecosystems. The possibility of joint eco-urban models is explored.
DOI:10.1068/a37102What characterises systems of organised complexity is essentially that they are
made up of large numbers of partsöand that these parts are strongly connected;
that is, they each interact strongly with a number of others. Examples of systems of
organised complexity are human beings, brains, ecosystems, economies, and cities.
To summarise this introductory argument: an appropriate working hypothesis is
that theories are about understanding systems; and that methods are important ele-
ments in developing theory buildingömodel buildingöcapabilities. Complex systems
are characterised by large numbers of interacting elements. An almost universal feature
of such systems is that they contain nonlinearities: if there is a change in one element
which is propagated to other parts of the system, the ongoing effect is not linear.
We should also recognise that most interesting theory building is concerned with
processöthe nature of change over time for the system of interest.
Scale is particularly important. The same systems can be characterised at different
scales, and if we do not insist on absolute clarity in this respect then confusion can
ensue. Indeed, there are usually distinct phenomena to be modelled at different scales.
It is clear intuitively that there are fundamentally different spatial scales at which we
can perceive systems: elementary particles, atoms, molecules, cells, brains, materials;
plants and animals, humans as individuals; ecosystems, firms and economic systems;
neighbourhoods, cities, regions and countries. Although there are interesting phenom-
ena at each of these scales, sometimes there are important interactions between scales.
It can then be noted that the methods which are valuable in theory building at one scale
may be different from those for the same system (or an element of it) at another
scale. In the case of temporal scale, as in the study of a biological system, for example,
the approach will be different if it is concerned with contemporary function or with
evolution over a long time period.
This then takes us to method. Nonlinearities fundamentally change the nature of
the mathematics needed to represent a complex system. There is now a broad under-
standing of the mathematics of nonlinear systems and I chart out below the essence of
the ideas involved through the two examples. However, there is another aspect of the
methodological tool kit needed for theory building which needs to be brought into play
here. Even though the mathematics exists in principle, either not enough is known
substantively about the system to make mathematical analysis feasible, or the system
is simply too large for analysis: there are too many variables. This is where another
major impact from discoveries of the last twenty years contributes to method: powerful
computers. This has meant that many of the problems which are not solvable in
analytical mathematical terms can be tackled through computer simulation, potentially
generating great understanding and insight. Much of the power derives from the fact
that it is possible to combine human intelligence with computing poweröand we
should not underestimate the impact of computer graphics, developed with the advent
of personal computer cultures, in this context. In many cases, it is easier to work
directly with ideas of computer modelling and simulation rather than the more tradi-
tional systems of mathematical equationsöthough, of course, equations typically
underpin the models. In the examples presented here, the mathematics can be made
explicit, but computer simulation is critical in the exploration of model outputs.
There is a third element to the methodology of complexity theory which is perhaps
more subtle: the effective deployment of metaphor. Can we develop superconcepts
which translate from one system to a different kind of system and which help the model
building process? I will answer this question in the affirmative through my two examples.
I can now introduce the two examples. It has been noted in the past that there are
some similarities of form between ecological models and models of cities (Wilson,
1981a for example)öbut the relationship has never been fully articulated and explored.
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investigate the possibilities, in both directions, of transferring methods and insights
from one field to the otheröand to shed light on complexity theory. It turns out that
urban modellers can learn something new about dynamics; and ecological modellers
can learn something new about incorporating space. It is possible to formulate a
general model which embraces both kinds of system. Both examples illustrate the
application of model building techniques for complex systems that can be applied
more widely.
It should be emphasised that this paper is restricted to the consideration of these
two examples and the more general implications that can be inferred from the analysis.
There is no attempt to contrast and compare these examples with the numerous other,
valuable, approaches to urban and ecological modelling.
We proceed as follows. In section 2 the core ecological models and their dynamics
are sketched in a general format. The retail model is taken as an example of an
archetypal urban model and this is presented in section 3 along with its dynamics.
This model is then analysed as an ecological model in section 4.This leads to extensions
of current retail dynamics analysis which are presented in section 5 and some new
spatially rich ecological models which are outlined in section 6.The general model form-
ulation is presented in section 7. Some concluding comments are offered in section 8.
2 Example 1: ecological models and their dynamics
The classical ecological models are the prey^predator (PP) and competition-for-
resources (CFR) models. In this introduction, I follow Wilson (1981b) in presenting
an N-species version with populations fxng, n  1, 2, .::, N. The dynamics are
dxn
dt
 enDnx1, x2,. ::, xN; u1, u2,. ::, uMÿxnxn ,( 1 )
where Dn is a `carrying capacity' for each populationöso named as an extension of the
logistic equation
dx
dt
 eD ÿ xx, (2)
where D is a capacity, the limit of growth, The fumg, m  1, 2, .::, M, are parameters.
It was through the ecosystems application of this equation that May (1971; 1973)
showed that for certain values of e, chaotic behaviour could ensue and this has been
an important feature of complexity theory in subsequent years. We return to it in the
retail context below.
An alternative way of writing equation (1) is offered by Hirsch and Smale (1974)
which is useful for stating some results in a generalised way:
dxn
dt
 Mnx, uxn ,( 3 )
where we are now taking x and u as vectors.
These are both generalised statements of the Lotka^Volterra model (Volterra,
1938) and the next step is to note the more familiar special cases.
Special case 1: the prey^predator model (PP).
Take n  2, and
D1x1, x2, a, b, c, e, f 
a ÿ cx2
b
,( 4 )
Ecological and urban systems models 635and
D2x1, x2, a, b, c, e, f x2 ÿ e  fx1 ,( 5 )
and e1  b, e2  1. Then, with some simple manipulation
dx1
dt
 a ÿ bx1 ÿ cx2x1 ,( 6 )
dx2
dt
 ÿ e  fx1x2 . (7)
Population x1 is the prey population. It grows at a fixed rate, a, modified by predator
consumption proportional to the prey population, ÿcx2, and by its own consumption
of resources, ÿbx1. On its own (a ÿ bx1)x1 would represent logistic growth of this
population. Population x2 is the predator population. It declines at a fixed rate, ÿe,
and grows in proportion to its consumption of prey, fx1. Note the nonlinearlities in
equations (6) and (7) (and in subsequent models). These quadratic terms are sufficient
to generate complexöin this case oscillatoryödynamics.
Special case 2: Competition for resources (CFR).
Taken n  2 again, and
D1x1, x2, a, b, c, e, f 
a ÿ cx2
b
(8)
again, but then
D2x1, x2, a, b, c, e, f 
a ÿ fx1
g
.( 9 )
Take e1  b, e2  g. Simple manipulation then gives
dx1
dt
 a ÿ bx1 ÿ cx2x1 ,( 1 0 )
dx2
dt
 e ÿ fx1 ÿ gx2x2 ,( 1 1 )
Each population grows at a fixed rate (a or e), diminished by the consumption of
resources by the two populations.
Special case 3: N species, combining PP and CFR mechanisms
An obvious generalisation is
dxn
dt
 en

Kn ÿ
X
m
amnxm ÿ xn

xn, n  1, .::, N,( 1 2 )
where different assumptions for the as will generate appropriate models. At a later
stage we absorb the ÿxn term, without loss of generality, into the appropriate a.
The dynamical properties of these equationsöthe general and the special cases are
well known and so will not be articulated in detail here.The PP model has a steady-state
oscillating solution for a well-defined region of the parameter space; but there are also
regions where there is no such stable solution. The CFR model has a fixed-point
equilibrium solution for one region of parameter space, together with an unstable region
and two regions where there is no equilibrium. The N-species special case is an inter-
esting one. The stability can be studied by standard methods but, as N increases, the
number of conditions to be satisfied for the existence of a stable solution increases
which has led May (1971; 1973) to speculate that, as systems become increasingly
636 AGW i l s o ncomplex, they become less stable. This conjecture for ecosystems may have implications
for urban systems. Hirsch and Smale state conditions on their functions Mn(x, u)xn for
stability (which can, of course, be applied in the special cases for suitable definitions
of M)ösee the discussion in Wilson (1981b). I pursue this further at the end of section 4.
3 Example 2: the retail model and its dynamics
The archetypal urban structure problem, and a means of building the model, was
articulated by Harris and Wilson (1978). Define Sij as the flow of spending power
from residents of zone i to shops in zone j;l e tei be spending per head, and Pi the
population of zone i; Wj is a measure of the attractiveness of shops in zone j; a and b
are parameters.To fix ideas, we can make the simple assumption that Wj is proportional
to size of shopping centre and then the vector fWjg can be taken as a representation of
urban structureöthe configuration of Wjs. If many Wjs are nonzero, then this repre-
sents a dispersed system. At the other extreme, if only one is nonzero, then that is a very
centralised system. The usual model of flows (Wilson, 1967; 1970), measured in money
terms, from residential zones, i, to shopping centres, j,i s
Sij  AieiPiW
a
j expÿbcij,( 1 3 )
where
Ai 
X
k
W
a
k expÿbcik
ÿ1
,( 1 4 )
to ensure that
X
j
Sij  eiPi ,( 1 5 )
with
Dj 
X
i
Sij 
X
i
eiPiW
a
j expÿbcij
X
k
W
a
k expÿbcik
.( 1 6 )
Dj is the total revenue attracted into shopping centre j from all residential zones fig.
A suitable hypothesis for changeöthe dynamicsöis
dWj
dt
 eDj ÿ KWj,( 1 7 )
where K is a constant such that KWj can be taken as the cost of running the shopping
centre in zone j.This equation then says that, if the centre if profitable, it grows; if not, it
declines. The parameter e determines the speed of response to these signalsöand as we
noted in the ecosystem context earlier, May (1971; 1973) showed that, for high values of
e, chaotic behaviour can ensureöthat is, oscillatory behaviour without any discernible
frequency or pattern.
The equilibrium position is given by
Dj  KWj ,( 1 8 )
which can be written out in full as
X
i
eiPiW
a
j expÿbcij
X
k
W
a
k expÿbcik
 KWj ,( 1 9 )
and these are clearly nonlinear equations in the fWjg.
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regions of a and b space: for larger a and lower b, there are a smaller number of larger
centres; and vice versa (Clarke and Wilson, 1985). This can be interpreted to an extent
for a particular zone, say j, by fixing all the Wk, k 6 j. The challenge is to solve this
problem with all the Wjs varying simultaneously (Wilson, 1988). It has been suggested
that a productive approach to this task might be to deploy Cauchy's theorem (Wilson,
2000): if it was possible to define a potential function on the complex plane, then the
theorem would allow the number of singularities in an area of the plane to be calcu-
lated. The nonlinearities generate complex-system behaviour. One of the advantages of
investigating the urban retail model in this context is that it is complex enough to
be interesting but, unlike many such systems, it is just simple enough for the behaviour
to be understood. Potentially, this understanding can be transferred to ecosystems
analysis.
4 The retail model as an ecological model
Equation (17) can be re-presented as
dWj
dt
 eDj ÿ KWj Wj , (20)
where we have added a factor Wj relative to equation (17). This has been done to force
an exact analogy between the retail and ecosystem equations. The only effect of this is
to change the behaviour near Wj  0; the equilibrium properties are not changed. This
equation then has an obvious similarity to the ecosystem equation (1) with Dj=K as a
`carrying capacity' and e absorbing a factor 1=K. Formally, the equations are the same.
However, in the special cases for ecosystems, the Djs are simple functions of the
population variables. In this case, the Djs are complicated nonlinear functions of
the Wjs. (And to avoid confusion, note that in pursuing the analogy, the Wjs are being
treated as ecological `populations' and in this sense should not be confused with the
Pis!) The zone systems in an urban model are equivalent to the `patches' of ecological
models.
It is instructive to write equation (20) out in fullömaking the fWjg dependencies
explicit:
dWj
dt

"X
i
eiPiW
a
j expÿbcij
X
k
W
a
k expÿbcik
ÿ KWj
#
Wj .( 2 1 )
This shows that the `carrying capacity' is very much related to the feiPig terms and to
the fWjg variables. However, the denominator in the first term in square brackets in
equation (21), and then the ÿKWj term, show that the model is a CFR model with the
Wjs competing with each other for the eiPis as a resource. Given a dynamical model
for the Pis, they could be treated as prey populations in an extended model. The fWjg
`populations' can be regarded as species competing for fPig prey populations.
If we examined the growth of the fWjg from low values at, say, t  0, with feiPig
finite and fixed initially, then this must be like a spatially distributed species in an
ecosystem consuming spatially distributed vegetation. For example, consider ant col-
onies searching for food: the Wjs could represent the strength and size of the initial
populations in each zone j. This begins to provide clues for the development of
spatially rich ecosystems. (We should bear in mind at this stage in the argument that
we are treating spatially distinct populations as species in the analogy. However, this is
the simplest retail model, used here for illustration. We could perfectly well have
distinguished retail sectors, say by a superscript, n. For spatially rich ecosystems,
638 AGW i l s o nwe would expect to have species n at patch i, and therefore an (n, i)l a b e l öbut this will
not change the essence of the argument.)
We can now use the Hirsch and Smale formulation to explore the dynamics further.
In their terms,
MjW, uWj  eDj ÿ KWj . (22)
The two-zone (two species) case can be analysed reasonably fully (see Wilson, 1981b).
There are two equilibrium points: one with both Ws nonzero, and one with only one
nonzero. The two situations are divided by a separatrix in parameter space and a
disturbance that involves crossing this will send the system to a new equilibrium.These
results generalise to N dimensions in that there is only one equilibrium with all the Ws
nonzero, but that there are multiple equilibria with at least one zero; and it is these
multiples that cause the analytical problemsösince in reality, there will normally be
some zeros.
5 Extensions of retail dynamics
We have already seen that we can learn something about retail system dynamics by
using the Hirsch and Smale formulationöso this is an ecosystem-to-retail knowledge
transfer. Are there any other possibilities? We can attempt, as an approximation, to get
the retail equation (21) into the form of the ecosystem equation (12)öspecial case 3.
If we define
aji 
W
a
j expÿbcij X
k
W
a
k expÿbcik
,( 2 3 )
then equation (21) can be written
dWj
dt
 ej
X
i
ajieiPi ÿ KWj

Wj . (24)
This is essentially a PP model with the coefficients modified, for one Wj by the
competition of the other Wks, k 6 j, which is a CFR effect. It might be possible to
experiment with iterative solutions to these equations by taking
ajit  1ajit, fWktg,( 2 5 )
and at each stage having the aji matrix available to test stability properties for a
quasi-linear model.
6 Spatially rich ecological models
We begin by returning to special case 3 and show how it can be generalised to include
space and then we use this formulation to examine 2-species examples with N zones.
This allows us to fix ideas and provides the basis for developing better models. In effect
we can work backwards from the argument used with the retail model in section 5: that
was the retail version of special case 3 [equation (24)], as an approximation. But in
that case we know how to make it effectively spatially rich, and it is this knowledge that
we seek to transfer to ecological modelling.
The obvious generalisation of equation (12) is
dx
n
j
dt
 e
n
j

K
n
j ÿ
X
im
a
mn
ij x
m
i

x
n
j , n  1, .::, N (26)
(where we have now absorbed the ÿxn term into the a by redefining a
mn
ij as a
mn
ij  1
without loss of generality). We have made the species labels, m and n, superscripts and
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of urban models.
Ecologists have had difficulty incorporating space, though it is clearly necessary to
do so. The edited volume by Diekmann et al (2000), significantly titled The Geometry
of Ecological Interactions: Simplifying Spatial Complexity, provides a good account of
the progress that has been made. Their task is to chart the progress of ecosystem
modelling in cases in which the mean field assumptionöin effect the assumption
that spatial structure can be neglectedöbreaks down (Dieckmann et al, 2000,
page 4). It is tempting to suggest that mathematical representations are being used
that are not the most felicitous for model building: there is much continuous space
modelling, much statistical analysis, and many grid representationsöthe last-named
being the nearest to an urban zoning systemöbut no adequate representation of the
richness of interaction.
To make further progress using the urban model framework, let us consider our
special cases 1 and 2 (PP and CFR) in an N-zone framework by making appropriate
assumptions about the a coefficients in equation (26).
Special case 4: a 2-species PP model with N spatial zones.
We take N  2 in equation (26) and it helps to fix ideas to look at this simple example
and to interpret the a coefficients. This gives
dx
1
j
dt
 e
1
j

K
1
j ÿ
X
i
a
11
ij x
1
i  a
21
ij x
2
i 

x
1
j ,( 2 7 )
dx
2
j
dt
 e
2
j

K
2
j ÿ
X
i
a
12
ij x
1
i

x
2
j . (28)
Note that the a
22
ij are zero for the PP case. We can interpret the coefficients with the
help of special case 1. Species 1 is the prey and species 2 the predator. K
1
j is the natural
rate of growth of the prey and this is reduced by predator consumption and its own
death rate (possibly limited by consumption of resources). Note that there is a possi-
bility of the growth varying with location, j. Coefficient a
21
ij is the effect of predators in
zone i on prey in zone j. If only the local predator population counted, then we would
have a
21
ij  0, 8i 6 j. The more general challenge is to specify the distance effects
which, of course, is what we do in the retail model. The prey's own death rate can
perhaps be assumed to be j-dependent only so that equation (27) can be written
dx
1
j
dt
 e
1
j

K
1
j ÿ a
11
jj x
1
j ÿ
X
i
a
21
ij x
2
i

x
1
j . (29)
In the predator case, K
1
j is negativeöa rate of decline, and so we reverse the sign for
the final presentation in equation (30) below. Conversely, the a-term is positive, and so
equation (28) can be more conveniently written, with `positive' coefficients, as
dx
2
j
dt
 e
2
j

ÿ K
2
j 
X
i
a
12
ij x
1
i

x
2
j ,( 3 0 )
where a
12
ij measures the access of the predator to prey in other zones. Clearly, the a
12
ij
and the a
21
ij terms will be mirror images of each other, though there may be a scaling
factor between them. This will emerge from the explicit spatial modelling which
follows.
We can now seek to make the spatial interaction terms explicit using the methods
deployed in the retail model. In the case of the PP model, we need to model a
21
ij , the
640 AGW i l s o nrate at which the predator (2) in zone i consumes the prey in zone j. A suitable model
might be based on a flow term which mimics the retail model as
S
21
ij  A
2
i x
2
i x
1
j expÿb
21cij, (31)
constrained so that the food requirements of the predator are met:
X
j
S
21
ij  hx
2
i ,( 3 2 )
for some suitable constant, h.T h i sg i v e s
A
2
i 
h X
k
x
1
k expÿb
21cik
,( 3 3 )
so that the model in full is
S
21
ij 
hx
2
i x
1
j expÿb
21cij
X
k
x
1
k expÿb
21cik
, (34)
from which we can deduce that a reasonable hypothesis for a
21
ij is
a
21
ij 
v
1hx
1
j expÿb
21cij
X
k
x
1
k expÿb
21cik
,( 3 5 )
where an additional factor v
1 is needed to convert the flow into an impact on species-1
population decline.We can then see that a
12 will indeed be the mirror image of a
21, but
with a different factor v
2 replacing v
1.
We can then interpret the possible dynamics of this model by analogy with the
retail model.We begin by taking the space label to represent `sub' species. That is, (1, i)
are prey species and (2, j) are predator species. If we assume that the prey species are
substantial and fixed, or varying only slowly, then we can focus on predator dynamics
in analogy with retail fWjg dynamics. Developing patterns of predator populations
fx
2
j g will be determined by the initial distribution of prey, fx
1
i g, and the values of the
b-parameters. It would also be possible to transfer concepts such as `catchment popu-
lation' from urban analysis (see Clarke and Wilson, 1987). In ecology, this would
provide a probabilistic spatial representation of the sphere of influence of a predator
in a particular location.
Thus there are two elements of knowledge transfer from urban to ecological
modelling here: first an explicit and potentially more effective way of handling spatial
interaction; and, second, ways of analysing the dynamics of spatial patterns.
Special case 5: the CFR model for 2 species and N spatial zones.
The CFR N-zone model is simpler. Both species can be assumed to forage in zones
other than the home base and so the equations become
dx
1
j
dt
 e
1
j

K
1
j ÿ
X
i
a
11
ij x
1
i  a
21
ij x
2
i 

x
1
j ,( 3 6 )
dx
2
j
dt
 e
2
j

K
2
j ÿ
X
i
a
11
ij x
1
i  a
21
ij x
2
i 

x
2
j ,( 3 7 )
with obvious interpretations of the coefficients in line with special case 2. However, the
spatial interaction mechanism has to be made explicit.
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ideas, consider two species competing spatially for a single resource. Let Rj be the
capacity of this resource in zone j and assume for this simple illustration that it
is renewable and in a steady state. (An alternative assumption mixes an element of
prey^predator back into the model.) Then a suitable model is
S
m
ij  A
m
i Bjx
m
i Rj expÿbcij, (38)
where A
m
i and Bj are calculated to satisfy the constraints
X
im
S
m
ij  Rj ,( 3 9 )
X
j
S
m
ij  h
mx
m
i .( 4 0 )
The first of these is a capacity constraint on resource availability; the second ensures
that food needs are met for each species, m. It can then be shown in the usual way that
A
m
i 
h
m
X
j
BjRj expÿb
mcij
,( 4 1 )
and
Bj 
1
X m
i
A
m
i x
m
i expÿb
mcij
,( 4 2 )
and these equations can be solved iteratively. We could then take
a
m
ij  v
mS
m
ij , (43)
for some suitable constants v
m. The whole system of equations [(36)^(38), (41)^(43)]
can then be solved iteratively.
There are two possible developments of this model, building on experience in urban
studies. First, the constraint (39) may not bite in all zones, m, and so could be written
X
im
S
m
ij 4 Rj ,( 4 4 )
and the equations (37) for Bj would then be modified. See Wilson (1970) for examples
of the appropriate procedure. There would be a subset with Bj  1 for zones where the
constraints did not bite; and another where the Bjs had the format of equation (42).
The second possibility is to generalise the resource consumption assumptions so that
there can be more than one resource, labelled by, say, the superscript r. R
r
j is then the
amount of resource r available at zone j. A suitable model can be built using standard
disaggregation techniques.
As with special case 4, we can note lessons to be learned from urban modelling
experience. In this case we are treating both fx
1
i g and fx
2
i g as analogous to fWjg
`populations' and it is the fixed distribution fRjg and the b-parameters that will
determine the dynamics.
Special case 6: M species, N zones.
It is now straightforward to return to equation (26) and to generalise to M species and
N zones. What we have seen from special cases 4 and 5 is that, when the spatial
interaction mechanisms are specified in ecological terms, it is possible to build an
appropriate model. In the general case, we simply mix these mechanisms. This can be
done by defining, for example, a set PP where prey^predator mechanisms dominate
642 AGW i l s o nand a set CFR for competition-for-resources. Writing down the constraint equations
for m 2 PP and for m 2 CFR will produce a general mixed model.
7 A general model framework
The discussion has been opened by expanding relatively simple known models. How-
ever, it is possible to establish a more general framework in which both urban and
ecological models can be seen as special cases. We begin by exploring the accounting
base of the models more systematically and then, crucially, we make a distinction
between fast and slow dynamics. First, we introduce two concepts which are basic to
more advanced ecological modelling: trophic levels, for the cases when species at one
level are resources for species at higher levels. These in effect put restrictions on the
interaction terms [and then, possibly, an input^output mechanism needs to be incor-
porated (see Macgill and Wilson, 1979; Wilson and Macgill, 1979]. The second concept
is that of compartments. These are typically species or `functional groups' (but, as
we will see later, can be spatial zones). Both trophic levels and compartments are
illustrated in the simple moorland ecosystem shown in figure 1.
In the figure, there are five compartments and four trophic levels. The compart-
ments are labelled by function (with `E' standing for `Environment') and four of the five
by the labels (1)^(4) which also correspond to the trophic levels. The arrows represent
flows, for example of nutrients such as nitrogen. This structure is used as an example
below, using the compartments (1)^(4) and the flow of nitrogen between them. The
general modelling task (see Wilson, 1981a) is seen as representing the flows between
compartments, say of a nutrient, k. Let X
mk(t) be the stock of k in m at time t, and let
Y
mnk be the flow of k from m to n in time t to t  dt. Then the accounting equations are
X
mkt
X
n
Y
mnk , (45)
X
nkt  dt
X
m
Y
mnk ,( 4 6 )
so that the increment in stock of k is
X
nkt  dtÿX
mkt
X
m
Y
mnk ÿ
X
n
Y
mnk .( 4 7 )
For the example in figure 1, these equations are (for nitrogen flows, labeled N and with
a compartment E representing the environment)
X
1Nt  dtÿX
1NtY
E1N ÿ Y
12N ÿ Y
13N ,( 4 8 )
Soil (4)
Heterotrophs (2)
(macro)
Heterotrophs (3)
(decomposers)
Autotrophs (1)
E
3
"
"
"
~
"
!
Figure 1. Compartments for a simple moorland ecosystem.
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X
2Nt  dtÿX
2NtY
12N ÿ Y
23N , (49)
X
3Nt  dtÿX
3NtY
13N ÿ Y
23N ÿ Y
34N ,( 5 0 )
X
4Nt  dtÿX
4NtY
E4N ÿ Y
34N ÿ Y
41N .( 5 1 )
This begins to reveal a new modelling route: if we can understand the flows
between compartments, then we can use the accounting equations, as we will see
shortly, as a means of defining rates and building the model. The coefficients in our
special cases in earlier sections can be constructed in this way.
But this also begins to reveal the fast^slow distinction. Typically, the flow variables
are the equilibrium variables of the fast dynamics and in equilibrium, they are steady-
state flows. The slow dynamics relate to the populations of the compartments and,
typically, as the name implies, the behaviour is more interestingöthe change is slower,
they may be far from equilibrium, for example. This is where we have to represent
complexity.What is complicated in ecological modelling is that populations (for example,
prey populations) are often resources that are assumed to be reproduced in the environ-
ment in a steady state.What is needed, therefore, is a general formulation that will contain
all possible kinds of variable. This is the next step in the argument.
It has been argued (Wilson, 2000, chapter 7) that a comprehensive framework to
build a picture of an urban and regional system can be constructed through the arrays
of activity variables fX
mg
img, fY
mng
imjng, and fZ
ng
jng and structural variables fW
mh
img;
where m and n are sectors, and g is a good or service produced in sector m and used in
sector n; i and j are zonesöhere made sector specific and hence the m and n labels as
i(m) and j(n).(1) So the X-elements are total products (sometimes known for obvious
reasons as the make matrix), the Z-elements are totals used (the absorption, or con-
sumption, matrix), and the Y-elements are the interaction terms. The W-variables
represent structures and are more slowly changing. (These can include what we
normally think of as populations.) The m, n, and g superscripts can all be lists if
more detail is required. It can be shown that many geographical models can be
represented in this framework (spatial demographic and economic models, spatial
interaction models, and so on) by appropriate definitions of `sectors'öthe argument
is presented in detail in Wilson (2000). If this system can be specified, and appropriate
data associated with it, then this is an effective system description.
What are the implications of this for ecological modelling? If we use the terms
introduced at the beginning of this section, then (i, m) [and (j, n)] can be compartment
labels and g (or h) is a product or a resource flow. The flows are modelled as
equilibrium steady states of the fast dynamics; the structural variables are the subject
of the slow dynamics. We can then begin to disentangle the flows of resources in
ecosystems from the dynamics of changing `structures' (which can themselves be popula-
tions). And if some populations are resources for other populations, then this can be
handled within the formalismöusually by defining them as a resource which is a product
of a compartment, possibly the `environment' in the case of plants. It is straightforward to
see that the special cases analysed in earlier sections can be represented as special cases
within the framework.
It should also be added that there will be scope for modelling geographical systems
and ecosystems simultaneously in this framework and there are then possible applications
in such fields as environmental impact analysis.
(1) If fi(m)g is a set of points, then this almost integrates discrete zone systems with continuous
ones.
644 AGW i l s o n8 Concluding comments
We can draw two kinds of conclusions: some about the examples, and we begin there;
some more generally about complex systems.
It is clear that in the urban retail model, retailers can be seen as species competing
across space for resourcesötheir customers; or as predators competing for prey.
Indeed, as we have shown, there are elements of both mechanisms present. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the urban model can be represented as an ecological model. It
is important to note that this is not simply an argument from analogy: the equations
involved have the same structures. The retail equations are at first sight more complex,
but the analysis has shown that such complexity can be, and should be, built into
ecosystem models. The analysis has provided some insights on dynamics. However,
perhaps the most important potential advance is to deploy the method used for
handling spatial complexity and competition in urban modelling to solve the equivalent
(and long-standing) problem in ecosystem modelling. It has been shown that this can be
done, and this provides new insights on ecosystem dynamics, and particularly poten-
tially explains various clustering and other phenomena generating spatial population
structures. The next task is to apply these ideas in some specific contexts.
The more general conclusions relate to the methods that can be used for building
models of complex systems. Equations such as (21)öfor urban retail structure
dynamicsöillustrate the complex nonlinearities that occur even for such a well-defined
system. The approach in this case can be through explicit presentation of the algebra,
but the solutionsöthe possible future states and modes of evolutionöcan be explored
only through computer simulation. However, the fact that this can be achieved in this
case provides insights on how to proceed in other cases. First, it is possible to take
examples such as those used here and to build a more general model using the same
principlesöand this is what I have pointed to in the penultimate section. And second,
we can note that location and interaction, the two key general concepts here, occur in a
much wider range of complex models and the methods are likely to be much more
widely applicable.
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